WITH THIS MANUAL YOU WILL:

• Learn how to hire well-qualified track marshals
• Ensure track marshals’ safety
• Improve equipment maintenance
• Reduce pit-lane transaction times
• Improve track marshal reactions in on and off track situations
• Enhance the racing experience and drivers’ safety

The track marshals are responsible for ensuring enjoyable, efficient and safe karting. Their contribution in track maintenance and go-kart mechanics communication is crucial for keeping your maintenance budget low. That’s just the start of their importance.

Preparing your clients for racing, ensuring smooth and fast pit-lane flow, checking drivers’ safety equipment, monitoring the races, ensuring drivers’ safety, and sometimes handling accidents or special situations are all their duties. All the above influence the client experiences and track operational efficiency.

However, there is something even more important that each track marshal has to learn first: To take care of personal safety.
1. TRACK MARSHAL JOB DESCRIPTION
2. TRACK MARSHAL EQUIPMENT
3. DAILY TASKS BEFORE TRACK OPENING
4. PERIODICAL TASKS
5. COMMUNICATION WITH TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
6. COMMUNICATION WITH RECEPTION PERSONNEL
7. PRERACE DRIVER PREPARATION: EQUIPMENT AND BRIEFING
8. MANAGING PIT-LANE PROCESSES: LIFO METHOD
9. MANAGING DIFFERENT SITUATIONS DURING RACE TIME
10. SPECIAL SITUATIONS PROTOCOLS: HEAVY ACCIDENTS, DIFFICULT CLIENTS, ETC.
11. DAILY TASKS CHECKLIST
12. PERIODICAL TASKS CHECKLIST
13. ONE-WEEK ON-SITE TRAINING FOR YOUR TRACK MARSHALS (OPTIONAL)
Do you think the track marshal is someone just standing by the track, waving the flag, and wearing a fetching orange jumpsuit?

Think again!